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K ing prince, Jaffer Koolis Kahn, recognizes T. Woodrow Wilson as an
t "imperial representative."

K Some there may be in our own land who will resent this appella- -

m tion, but. they cannot deny its appropriateness. Mr. Wilson went to
m Europe armed with fourteen points of republicanism and democracy,
M, but succumbed to imperialism when the battle was almost won. To

Japan he the supreme president alloted the province of Shantung
H with its 40,000,000 people just as the pope awarded Ireland to England

r in the reign of Henry II. Our supreme, imperial president handed
m over to an alien government the destinies of 40,000,000 human beings

with all their wealth and resources. The only restriction is that
K Japan promises to restore the political sovereignty to China some day.
K It is about, the same as if the United States should seize Mexico, ap- -

K propriate all the mines, ranches, oil wells, public utilities and private
M industries and then promise to let the Mexicans some day, 'choose a
m president who would have virtually no power.
M Jaffer Koolis Kahn was watching affairs in Paris from his coign
M of vantage in the high, clear atmosphere of Mount Ararat. He saw
B our representative grow more imperial every day, saw the fourteen
m points slip one by one, like priceless pearls, into the dark waters of
M imperialism, and when the day came that the prince must address a
M letter to the arbiter of humanity he hailed him as "imperial repre- -
M sentative" and "supreme president."
M Moreover Japan is to have the German colonies north of the
B equator, although Commandment V of the president's fourteen com- -
M mandments provided as follows :

H "A free, open-mind- ed and absolutely impartial adjustment of all
m colonial claims, based upon a strict observance of the principle that in

H determining all such questions of sovereignty THE INTERESTS OF
THE POPULATIONS CONCERNED MUST HAVE EQUAL

B WEIGHT with the equitable claims of the government whose title is
H to be determined."
H Were the interests of the colonial populations or of the 40,000,000
H in the Shantung province of China considered? On the contrary,
H they were so flagrantly, so brazenly ignored that the Chinese gov- -

H ernment instructed its delegates at Paris not to sign the peace treaty.
H Let us thank Prince Jaffer, for his reminder that the world has a
H supreme imperial president on its hands.
H

H REVIVING MILITARISM.

BY demanding an offensive and defensive military and naval alli- -

with the United States and Great Britain to resist an un- -
H provoked attack on France by Germany the French show they have
H little confidence in the League of Nations. And by consenting to urge
H the alliance on the United States senate the president betrays a singu--

B lar lack of confidence in his own covenant. He went to Europe vow- -
H ing in fantastic fury that he would so enmesh the League of Nations
H covenant with the treaty that the senate would be unable to untangle
H

N
it. Having carried out his threat he now proposes a return to the old

H order of militarism.
H How can the new triple alliance be made effective without mili- -
H tarism? How can the United States disarm if it must needs prepare
H to enforce the will of such an alliance.
H It would appear that the proposed alliance is in conflict with the
H proVision in the covenant declaring void all treaties which do not
H conform to the constitution of the league. After adopting a covenant
H which nullifies all treaties in conflict with it the three powers engage
H to promote a treaty of alliance which has war for its object whereas
H the League of Nations assumes to have peace for its object.
H Perhaps we are beginning to see just why President Wilson, while
H urging the adoption of his League of Nations plan, at the same time
H insisted on the big army and big navy programs of the war and navy
H departments. Perhaps, at that time, he realized the weakness of his
H league plan and hoped fora military and naval alliance which should

SB give control of the world by might to the United States, Great Britain
(fl and France.

M This line of thought suggests new suspicions about the notorious
H Article X in the league covenant. It binds the nations to preserve
H the existing political independence and territorial integrity of the
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nations, members of the league. Naturally .triple alliance of entente 9

powers, forced to maintain great military and naval establishment, I

will have all the power necessary to meet the obligations of Article 1

X, but what is to become of the article providing for disarmament. f

The very nature of the new alliance is militaristic-- . True, iti
would exercise its functions only in case of an unprovoked attack on
France by Germany, but it would have all the instrumentalities to
wage a war of aggression.

Doubtless there are many enthusiasts in this country who will be
fascinated by the colorful possibilities of such a powerful alliance, but
those nations which enter the league in the expectation of disarming
will look with consternation and suspicion on the three powers which
will insist on big armaments while prescribing disarmament for all
the rest.

If the League of Nations fails and collapses the new triple al-- 1

liance, founded on a militaristic base, will be ready for action. '
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OPPORTUNITIES IN SOUTH AMERICA.

IT can be taken for granted, we think, that Senor Madeiros de Al-

buquerque, said to be a leading journalist of Brazil, is either a paid
propagandist or has some secret interest or grudge to serve when he
declares that Brazil is looked upon by the people of the United States
as a future colony.

That Senor Albuquerque is not voicing the opinion of his own
people, but is trying to change that opinion, is obvious. His apparent
object is to create an atmosphere of unfriendliness for some purpose
he has in view but which he is careful not to disclose.

If we were to venture a guess we would say that Senor Madeiros
is working in behalf of foreign commercial interests German or
other that are anxious to break the hold which the United States has
obtained on South American trade as a result of war conditions. All
of the nations are wide awake to the possibilities of lucrative trade
with the Latin American countries. Seldom has there been so many
wonderful opportunities for trade and investment.

The Latin American countries will have no war debts while all
the European nations and even the United States, Canada, Japan,
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa will be burdened for many
years to come with taxes to meet obligations growing out of the
world conflict. As a consequence the Latin Americas will be the
most promising fields for commercial enterprises.

The rivalry among the debt-burden- ed peoples to share in these
enterprises will be keen. In the course of this rivalry we are apt to
hear more from Senor Albuquerque and his kind. Sometimes they
will be working for Albuquerque's special interests and sometimes for
another set of special interests or even for nations.

Naturally the present trend is to attack the United States because ;

the United States, has the confidence of the South Americans as never
before in its history , d is well on the way to obtain a major portion
of the trade that wil fall to outside nations. If our rivals can create
envy and animosity by stirring up suspicion they will not hesitate to
adopt this unfair method of competition.

Never did the future hold out such bright prospects for the Latin v

Americas. The opportunity for vastly greater riches is there. The
natural resources will be developed with unparalleled productivity
as soon as the money is available. In the normal course of things
American capital should have a great, if not a dominant share, in this j

development.
The confidence of Brazil in the United States was revealed when

that nation, quickly recognizing the justice of our cause and adopting
our ideals, joined with us in the war. It was an impressive evidence
of American solidarity, a new solidarity which has aroused the
amazement and the envy of Europe. We believe that the Senor Albu-querqu- es

will use their cunning in vain to cause a rupture. We are $
convinced that in spite of such calamity-howler- s as he Americans
will be invited more and more to participate in the commercial de-

velopment of South America. So far from being a danger to the
Latin Americans it will be a protection, for it will add new bonds to
those that already existed in the Monroe doctrine. It will make us
friends in fact as well as in spirit. It will make us partners in the


